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Why an
«international»
law for the
environment?

Current
environmental
issues

What do they have in
common?
• Global reach of the effects

• Ecological interdependence
• The need for a common regime and a
coordinated action at the international
level
=> International environmental law…
…& policy

Legal regimes (e.g. Paris Agreement)
vs. policy instruments (e.g. Agenda 2030)

A success story: the ozone layer regeneration

Background
• The depletion of the ozone layer was the first
truly global environmental problem that the
international community had to face
• Ozone depleting substances were widely used in
industrial activities, with the consequence that
their ban would have had a negative impact on
economic development
• There was scientific uncertainty as to whether
these substances were the actual cause of the
ozone depletion

The responses of
international law:
The 1985 Vienna
and
the 1987 Montreal
Protocol

States agreed to bind themselves to take a concerted action
to fight ozone depletion through the adoption of two
international agreements
• The Vienna Convention on the Protection of the Ozone Layer
• Framework Convention
• General obligations to protect the ozone layer
• Creation of a permanent institutional framework to discuss
further actions (Conference of the Parties, COP)
• The Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone
Layer
• Obligation of phasing out the production and consumption
of ozone depleting substances according to a timetable
• Different schedules for industrial and developing countries
• Flexibility mechanism: possibility to trade unused
production capacity
• Non-punitive compliance mechanism

Highlights from
the
international
response to the
depletion of the
ozone layer

• Precautionary approach
• Where there are threats of serious or irreversible damage
for the environment, lack of full scientific certainty should
not be used as a reason for postponing protecting
measures
• Sustainable development
• Need to reconcile developmental needs with
environmental protection
• Common but differentiated responsibilities
• Different obligations based on the developmental needs of
the countries and their historical contribution to causing
environmental harm
• Market-based mechanism and "polluter pays" principle
• Creation of a "market" to trade a specific form of rights: the
right to emit harmful substances into the environment
• Countries that pollute less can sell their “unused” rights to
pollute to less virtuous countries

PART I. INTRODUCTION TO INTERNATIONAL AND EU LAW
Basic notions of international law
Basic notions of EU law

PART II. GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF INTERNATIONAL AND EU
ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

Course
structure

Brief history of international environmental law
The principles of international environmental law
EU environmental law & policies: an overview

PART III. SELECTED ISSUES OF INTERNATIONAL AND
ENVIRONMENTAL EU LAW
Environmental protection vs. EU competition law
The European Green Deal vs. international economic law

PART IV. SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT AND TOURISM IN
INTERNATIONAL AND EU LAW

